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Screening of Breast Mass in Iraqi Females: Al-Kindy Hospital Breast Clinic
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Al-Kindy College of Medicine, University of Baghdad, Baghdad, Iraq
Abstract: Problem statement: The aim of this study is to present the findings of a retrospective
analysis in females with breast mass, the character of the women and the risk factors of breast cancer at
Al-Kindy Breast Clinic Center. Approach: Data were collected during 2 months period using special
form of questioner. The total number of studied sample was 60, which includes female patients living
in Baghdad. Results: The highest prevalence of developing breast mass at age group 36-45 years, the
majority of these women are housewives (81.7%), about (31.7%) of the included sample were illiterate
and only 10% graduated from college. (58.3%) of the studied sample did not use contraception, while
(30%) of patients with breast mass had breast feeding on the other hand (70%) did not had breast
feeding, by self examination, (11.7%) could not found the mass by themselves, (28.3%) had a mass in
the right breast, (50%) had a mass in the left breast while (10%) had the mass in both breasts.
Conclusion: The study showed a high level of practice of breast-self examination among women in
the sample under consideration, breast masses were more occurring at the third and fourth decades of
life, the number of children may affect the development of breast mass and combined oral
contraceptive has small increased risk of breast mass.
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greatest in the more-developed countries. the
epidemiology of breast carcinoma in various countries
or ethnic groups[9].

INTRODUCTION
Cancer of the breast represents 10% of all cancers
diagnosed worldwide annually and constituted 22% of
all new cancers in women. The burden of breast cancer
has increased steadily, almost doubling, in terms of
estimated new cases annually over a 20 year span.
Breast cancer was third in frequency in men and
women taken as a group and by far it is the most
prevalent cancer in women with more than one million
cases and nearly 600,000 deaths occurring worldwide
annually[1]. The incidence rates are increasing in all
countries with available statistics and since women are
at risk from the ages of late 30’s, the impact of the
disease is magnified[2]. According to the Regional
Office database and data from many countries of the
region[1,3,4] the breast cancer is the most common
malignancy in the region comprising 12-30% of all
cases Retrospective demographic regional studies[4,5]
have shown that most patients with breast cancer
present for the first time at stages two to three Studies
of the etiology of breast cancer have failed to identify
feasible primary prevention strategies suitable for use in
the general population, so, reducing mortality from
breast cancer through early detection has become a high
priority[2]. In a retrospective study to determine the
incidence of breast cancer varies greatly around the
world, being lower in less-developed countries and

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design: Retrospective cohort study:
Place: Al-Kindy Breast Clinic Center, Baghdad, Iraq.
Time of study: January-end of February 2009 have
previous screening mammography, 65.7% were
diagnosed with “advanced” breast cancer (stages II-IV),
while only 39.9% who had previous screening
mammography were diagnosed with advanced breast
cancer (p<0.001)[5].
Breast diseases are showing a rising trend
worldwide. A number of studies have been done in order
to know the magnitude of the problem[6,7]. Breast
carcinoma ranks first among the malignant tumors
affecting females in many parts of the world[8]. There is
a wide variation in the spectrum of breast diseases and a
retrospective study was conducted on 60 female
patients living in Baghdad, Iraq who presented to AlKindy Breast Clinic Center. In this study the records of
all female with breast mass were analyzed over a period
of two months and data were abstracted from the charts
of these patients.
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A 3-parts structured questionnaire (demographic
data, general knowledge and early detection) based on
fundamental knowledge of breast cancer and early
detection was used as pre-post test instrument.
Statistical analysis: The data were entered and analyzed
using SPSS 11.0.0 statistical software after checking
the data for missing values descriptive statistics were
generated for all variables.

Concerning the contraception use 58.3% did not
use contraception, 28.3% use pills, 8.3 use injections,
5% use both ( pill and injection).
Concerning menarche, 95% had menarche at age
less than 15 while 5% had it at age 15 or more than 15
and according to regularity of menstrual cycle, 31.7%
had irregular menstrual cycle while 68.3% had a regular
cycle.
About 30% of patient with breast mass had breast
feeding while 70% did not had breast feeding. 48.3% of
these patients with breast feeding had a period of
lactation about one year, 18.3% had a period of two
years and 3.3% had a period of more than two years.
Most of women having a mass having breast
feeding of not less than one year Most of patients
presented with breast mass have no family history
(81.7%), while 18.3% with positive family history.
According to the discharge from the nipple 86.7% had
no discharge, 11.7% had non bloody discharge and
1.6% had a bloody discharge Fig. 2.

RESULTS
The data covered the two months interval, 60 female
patients were presented to Al-Kindy Breast Clinic
Center with breast mass, sample group of the study
were analyzed according to age group as shown in
Fig. 1. The findings, that the highest prevalence of
developing breast mass at age group 36-45 years, the
majority of these women are housewives about
(81.7%).
Regarding education (31.7%) are illiterate and only
10% graduated from college so, it is lowest among
college learning women but this may be due to the fact
that only 6 women included in the study graduated. As
shown in Table 1.
According to marital status, the highest
percentage (80%) was married. 0f which 50% of these
married women have 5 or less than 5 children as
shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2: Association between breast mass and period of
breast feeding
Table 2: Association between breast mass and the number of children
Breast mass and
No
<5
≥5
no of children
children (%)
(%)
(%)
Total
No mass
1.7
8.3
1.7
11.7
In the right
6.7
15.0
6.7
28.4
In the left
13.3
20.0
16.6
49.9
Both
1.7
6.6
1.7
10.0
Total
34.8
49.9
11.7
96.4

Fig. 1: Association between breast mass and age group
Table 1: Association between breast mass and level of education
BM and
level of
Illiterate Primary
Secondary College
Total
education
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
No mass
5.0
3.3
3.3
11.6
In the right
5.0
10.0
10.0
3.3
28.3
In the left
20.0
13.3
10.0
6.7
50.0
Both
1.7
1.7
6.7
10.1
Total
31.7
28.3
30.0
10.0
100.0

Table 3: Sensitivity and specificity of diagnosing a breast mass with
breast self examination
Test
Diseased
No
result
(breast mass)
disease
Total
Positive
18
0
18
Negative
35
7
42
Total
53
7
60
Sensitivity; 18/53 = 33%; Specificity; 7/7 = 100%
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Table 4: Sensitivity and specificity of µ sec−1 screening test to breast
mass
Screening
Disease
No disease
test
(breast mass)
(no breast mass)
Total
Positive
43
3
46
Negative
10
4
14
Total
53
7
60
Sensitivity: 43/53 = 0.811; Specificity: 4/7 = 0.57

Data suggests that breast cancer in Saudi Arabia
occurs in a relatively younger age group compared
with industrialized countries. The mean age of Saudi
women with breast cancer is 47 years as compared
with 54 years in Western Europe and America[7] and
this goes with our study.
Fifty percent of women presented with mass have
less than 5 children while 26% have more than 5
children. Women taking oral contraceptive have small
increased risk of breast mass about 26%, the regularity
of menstrual cycle among patients is 68%, patients with
breast feeding 70% and those with family history about
18%, in contrast to study done in Jordan at 2007, the
effect of oral contraception is 4%, the regularity of
menstrual cycle about 85%, breast feeding patients
about 1.25% and lastly those who had have family
history of breast cancer about 5%[14]. Findings of our
study and from other studies in Pakistan 15-18 related
to breast cancer are comparable to those available in
other Middle Eastern countries such as Saudi Arabia 19
and Jordan.22 the similarities shared in these studies
with breast cancer include younger age as compared to
the western literature 3, 4. However, lack of awareness
regarding breast cancer and delay in seeking medical
advice may be additional factors contributing to this
late presentation[15].
The descriptive epidemiology of breast cancer has
demonstrated a rapid increase in the incidence rates in
developing countries. Identification of the contributing
factors for the increasing rate would contribute
substantially to our understanding of the epidemiology
of breast cancer[16]. Environmental factors rather than
genetic factors have been considered as the reason for
variation in breast cancer rates among countries[16].
Socioeconomic
development
is
normally
associated with changing lifestyle, disease pattern and
increasing life expectancy. These problems can be
tackled by the implementation of breast cancer
screening program in our country which is required for
early detection of this tumor at a stage when it is
treatable. Further work is needed to put more light on
the natural history of breast carcinoma in Iraqi females,
which can be fulfilled by multicenter-based studies and
a national tumor registry system[17].

Mass results: About 70% had no mass while the
remaining 30% had a mass, by self examination, 11.7%
could not found the mass by themselves, 28.3% had a
mass in the right breast, 50% had a mass in the left breast
while 10% had the mass in both breasts (Table 3 and 4).
DISCUSSION
The etiology of breast cancer is uncertain and
adequate primary prevention is not possible. Thus early
detection measures remain the first priority. More than
50% of total breast cancer diagnosed annually is found
in premenopausal women, creating the need to initiate
breast cancer screening programs in this population and
one of these measures include breast self
examination[10], there has been much debate recently
about the role of breast self examination as an effective
screening practice to reduce the risk of death from
breast cancer[11], in our study among the total sample,
approximately 11.7% never performed breast self
examination while 88.3% found a mass by self
examination, the peak age group of developing mass is
36-45 years, this result going with Malaysian research
at 2006, the age group most commonly affected were
those between 40-49 years about 81.4% patients
presented with mass in breast and the mass was mainly
self detected 97.3%.
Women between the ages of 40 and 69 have a 30%
chance of a false-positive screening mammogram or
breast examination over a 10 year period. 14 Falsepositive results lead to additional testing, increased cost
and unnecessary anxiety. The rates of false-positive
screening tests are higher for younger women because
fewer of their breast masses are malignant. Women need
to understand the possibility of obtaining false-positive
results when they have screening[12].
Ultrasonographic screening is useful to differentiate
between solid and cystic breast masses when a palpable
mass is not well seen on a mammogram.
Ultrasonography is especially helpful in young women
with dense breast tissue when a palpable mass is not
visualized on a mammogram. Ultrasonography is not to
be used for routine screening, primarily because micro
calcifications are not visualized and the yield of
carcinomas is negligible[13].

CONCLUSION
This study highlights some of the unique
epidemiological features of breast cancer seen in this
region; younger age, large tumor size and advanced
stage at presentation. In contrast to data from the West,
where more than half of breast cancer patients are
above 50 years of age. A younger age at presentation
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7.

may be one of the reasons for the advanced stage of
disease seen in our patients.
Recommendations:

8.
•
•
•

•
•

Educational program conducted to all women
would be an interesting thing to increase the
awareness about breast cancer
Screening method for women of any age
Surveillance program be developed in consultation
with women’s general practitioner and or specialist
this might include regular clinical breast imaging
with mammography and/or ultrasound
Increase the physician’s knowledge about breast
cancer and early detection by educational program
Annual mammograms and clinical breast
examinations are recommended for women older
than 40 years. Women older than 20 years should
be encouraged to do monthly breast selfexaminations and women between 20 and 39 years
of age should have a clinical breast examination
every three years. These guidelines are modified
for women with risk factors, particularly those with
a strong family history of breast cancer

9.

10.
11.

12.
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